AEW Participation Report Details.

Each participation report is specific to a given AEW compilation. Each record in the participation report represents a class section. All class sections for the quarter that the compilation is defined in are listed. This can include classes with no-enrollment or have other unusual properties. The AEW system may list classes that have been removed from the SMS system as it replicates the class keys from the CIS SMS and never deletes class sections so that data is never lost.

Fewer classes may be listed if the report is generated with the option to apply the confi

All of the data elements for the Participation Report.

InstructorSid – The employee’s SID as mapped from the PPMS.EMP_M table.
InstructorFirstName – from EMP_M.EMP_NAME_FIRST
InstructorLastName – from EMP_M.EMP_NAME_LAST
CourseDepartment – from CLASS_D.CI_DEPT_DIV
CourseNumber – from CLASS_D.CI_COURSE_NUM
Enrollment – from CLASS_D.ENR
FiledAlertCount – The count of each student in the class with at least one status code reported. Multiple reported status codes only count as one alert report per student.
ClassYrq – from CLASS_D.CLASS_YRQ
ClassItem – from CLASS_D.CLASS_ITM_NUM
ClassBranchCode – from CLASS_D.BRANCH_1 + CLASS_D.BRANCH_2
CourseTitle – from CLASS_D.COURSE_TITLE
InstitutionalIntent – CLASS_D.INSTIT_INT_1 + CLASS_D.INSTIT_INT_2
EmployeeType - EMP_M.EMP_TYP
FullPartTimeIndicator – EMP_M.FULL_PART_IND
FundingSource – CLASS_D.FND_SRC
ClassInstructorDistribution – CLASS_D.INSTR_DISTR
[The ClassSectionStatus fields have meanings defined within the CIS SMS applications]
ClassSectionStatus1 – CLASS_D.SECT_STAT_1
  P – Permission Only
  V – Report the credits on the MIS1 as 0; report the credits on the MIS2 as XXX
  W – Compute the credit equivalent from the contact hours.
  X – Cancelled class
  Y – No registration allowed in this class
  Z – Don’t report the class on the MIS1 or 2
ClassSectionStatus2 – CLASS_D.SECT_STAT_2
  A – Exclude from grading.
  C – Non-lecture class: no grading.
  D – Non-lecture class: graded.
ClassSectionStatus3 – CLASS_D.SECT_STAT_3
  F – Don’t print roster for this class.
  G – Don’t print grade mailers for this class.
  H – Don’t print roster or grade mailers for this class.
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**ClassSectionStatus4** – CLASS_D.SECT_STAT_4  
  L – Don’t include the credit amount in the Registration screen total.  
  M – Don’t include in printed schedule.  
  N – equivalent to L + M  

**CompilationId** – The AEW compilation id number under which alerts were filed.  
**Email** – The email address registered against the employee’s SID in the email directory used by the SMS web mailer. (SimpleEmailDirectory)
Institutional Research (IR) Report details

The institutional research report summarizes all status code reports across all compilations stored in the AEW application. Each record represents details associated with a single status code report. Compilations and status codes are related in the following way.

Compilation => Class Section => Student => Academic Alert => Status Code(s)

The following is a list of every data element in the IR report:

- **CompilationId** – The unique numeric reference number for compilations within AEW.
- **CompilationName** – The human friendly name tagged to the AEW compilation.
- **DateOpenBegin** – Date the compilation is configured to be open (accept reports.)
- **DateOpenEnd** – Date after which reports will not be accepted.
- **RecordId** – Unique reference number generated each time the IR report is generated.
- **ClassYrq** – from CLASS_D.CLASS_YRQ
- **ItemNumber** – from CLASS_D.CLASS_ITM_NUM
- **Department** – from CLASS_D.CI_DEPT_DIV
- **CourseNumber** – from CLASS_D.CI_COURSE_NUM
- **ReportedByUserId** – the CIS SID of the employee who reported the status code.
- **StudentId** – the CIS SID of the student who the status code applies to.
- **DateReported** – date the status code was filed.
- **DoNotContactStudent** – flag set by the instructor to indicate that they would prefer the student not be contacted regarding the reported status code.
- **InstructorUserId** – the CIS SID of the primary instructor for the associated class.
- **ClassMembershipId** – Internal reference number used by AEW to track student enrollment in a particular class.
- **ClassSectionId** – Internal reference number used by AEW to track class sections. AEW periodically synchronizes with its SMS data source to pickup newly created class sections.
- **AcademicAlertId** – Internal reference number used by AEW to track individual academic alerts.
- **InterventionCodeId** – Every intervention code defined within the AEW system is assigned an id.
- **InterventionCodeTitle** – The title associated with the given InterventionCodeId. (Satisfactory, Poor Attendance, etc.)
- **InterventionCodeDescription** – A longer description associated with the given InterventionCodeId.
- **Comment** – The instructor entered comment associated with the given Academic Alert.
- **CommentByUserId** – The CIS SID of the user who entered the comment.
- **DateCommentSet** -
- **ActionBindingSetId** – The internal reference number for the Action binding set attached to the given compilation. This determines the set of available status codes and a specific set of notification configuration choices.
- **CompilationDescription** – Description associated with the given compilation.
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CompilationOpen – Indicates if the compilation is currently accepting reports. (restricted by the open date range)
CompilationPublished – Indicates if the compilation will be shown on the initial instructor page if it is also open.